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To: The Town of Linden
We are pleased to announce we are switching to an automated truck that has a specially fitted arm on it that picks up
toters. The Operator controls the arm from the inside of the truck cabin. This service allows for safer and more
responsible trash removal.
Here are the facts that you need to know:
Carts should be sat out by 7am with the hinged side handles facing your house and lid opening toward the street
at the edge of the pavement as shown in above photos. The automated trucks cannot service containers set out
backwards.
Do not set garbage carts in alleyways.
Allow for 3 feet of space on all sides from any mailbox, fence, gas meter, telephone pole, utility box, tree, shrub,
additional collection container, or other potential obstruction.
Vehicles should not be parked on the street near the container. Allow plenty of space for the garbage truck to
maneuver in front of the cart.
Loose trash should be bagged to reduce litter. Individual items placed in the cart can be dropped or blown away
when it is dumped, creating unsightly litter in your neighborhood and potentially clogging storm drains.
Only garbage contained inside the cart will be collected. Do not place bags on top of the roll cart or on the side
of the roll cart.
BAG LIMIT IS 6- 33 Gallon Bags Per Week
Do not overfill the roll cart. Tightly compacted bags or trash inside the roll cart may not come out when serviced.
** Failure to comply with placement requirements will result in your garbage not being collected. **
Also, should you need an additional toter, they will be available for $3 extra dollars per month. You will need to
contact D&D Trash Service for an additional toter. Your will be required to pay for the additional toter rental for a whole
year.
Our target date is July for this transition. Thank you for your continued service.

